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ABSTRACT

In teaching for social justice, educators should not only consider what to
teach, but also how to teach particular topics. Given that social justice
work cannot be emotionally neutral, we articulate the power and beneficence of emotional pedagogies to leverage immersed, bodily experiences
that engage student senses beyond cognition and rationality. We present
practical pedagogical strategies that we have employed to engage our students toward social justice work and conversation. We share learning activities that engage the intuitive side of intellect, that are embodied,
experiential ways of knowing and learning about injustices. The activities
we provide use the classroom space to create a heightened sensitivity to
particular social justice-focused goals, appealing to the sensory, emotional
(in addition to cognitive) ways of knowing. By connecting theoretical perspectives with the affective and emotional attenuation and sensitivity, lessons can take on heightened pedagogical power and engagement.

Affect; emotion; gender;
pedagogy; sexism;
social justice

Introduction: Affect, emotion, and pedagogy
During the 2018 and 2019 Annual Conferences on Research and Teaching of the Academy of
Leisure Sciences (TALS), we presented our various paradigmatic and theoretical approaches in
teaching for social justice from positions of privilege. The lenses that empower our leisure-based
teaching endeavors are variously informed by currents in four paradigmatic approaches: poststructuralism (e.g., Butler, 1997; Foucault, 1980; Schultz, 2017), posthumanism (e.g., Braidotti,
2013; Kumm & Berbary, 2018; Sundberg, 2014), critical theory (e.g., Giroux, 1983; Joseph, 2006;
Rose, Harmon, & Dunlap, 2018), and post-positivism (e.g., Legg, Wells, & Barile, 2015; Parry,
Johnson, & Stewart, 2013; Stodolska, Shinew, Floyd, & Walker, 2014). These perspectives provide
particular sets of assumptions that characterize our teaching, as we simultaneously recognize and
appreciate that diverse perspectives may approach social justice in different ways. Regardless of
paradigmatic affinities, we broadly agree that social justice “references a world with an emphasis
on equity, dignity, and human rights” (Rose & Paisley, 2012, p. 139). Social justice, however, is
not so much an endpoint as it is a process or work of infinitely “articulating needs and aspirations within a democratically organized social space” (Hartnett, 1998, p. 233). In coming together
and reflecting upon our experiences in teaching for social justice, our first presentation in 2018
focused on how our various theoretical perspective afforded unique frames and guidance for discussions and activities on relevant topics (e.g., discursive and material practices of Othering, gender performance, spatially segregated communities, systemic class structures). We considered this
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theoretical grounding an important starting point insofar as our struggles in teaching for social
justice coincided with the privileged demographics and/or ideologies of the students we served.
Our aim was to demonstrate how particular theoretical affinities could generate pedagogical
spaces where those of us who share privileged positions could enter into both constructive and
critical dialogue.
Despite our best intentions, the feedback we received on that first presentation confirmed that,
in terms of teaching social justice from positions of privilege, we did not go far enough in
explaining just what we do and how we do it. Our own struggles to ground our pedagogical strategies theoretically kept us from engaging practically in the often quotidian student engagements
that characterize contemporary teaching in higher education. Moreover, we became aware of how
we often fail to subvert our own privileged positions in the classroom. Troubled by these realizations, we came back together to discuss and reflect upon praxis—what we actually do as teachers
and how these actions may uphold or subvert positions of privilege, for both ourselves, our students, and potentially community members with whom we engage. Beyond a discussion of techniques and tools, we found ourselves delving into the murky spaces of emotion and affect. In
2019, at TALS we shared what we hope to expand for readers herein: critical pedagogies1 of emotion, foregrounded in unique and innovative leisure-focused classroom activities.
Contrary to notions of education as a cold, fact-based enterprise, emotion is essential to our
practice of teaching for social justice. We agree with Zembylas’ (2016) assertion that “all pedagogies are essentially pedagogies of emotions” (p. 549). Just as students are not empty receptacles
waiting to be filled with expert knowledge (Freire, 1970), the classroom never figures as a tabula
rasa. The classroom is always already a fully charged space, flush with various potential actions,
feelings, and emotions. Consider the first day of class during a fall semester. Many students and
teachers alike return from an extended break with more than a tinge of restless anticipation, nervous excitement, or even anxious uncertainty. Students are often eager to reconnect with classmates, friends, and instructors. Classrooms can quickly become noisy hubs of frenetic, relational
activity. They are spaces of emotion and affect.
It is incumbent upon us to be sensitive to this charge of incipient activity, feeling, and emotion. And when teaching for/toward/in the name of social justice, every day in class often seems
like the first day. Indeed, the familiarity of our relational positions to each other, the security of
our identities, our often presumed innocence in practices of injustice, and our faith in a supposedly meritocratic society come under threat with the introduction of alternative ideas, perspectives, bodies, histories, narratives, and accounts of our sociopolitical world. The challenges for
educators in such settings are manifold. How can we avoid a trap of defensive posturing and a
narcissistic grip on the status quo? How can we generate a transformative educational experience
with emotional safety, and yet simultaneously trouble the fixity of an emotional content that may
reify the status quo? Ultimately, while teaching for social justice, how do we do justice to both
the student experience and the topics at hand?
It may help to distinguish the incipient charge of potential actions and feelings in the classroom, which we refer to as affect (Massumi, 2002), from that which we call emotion. Affect is an
impersonal force that impinges upon and extrudes from bodily capacities to act within an
encounter with another body (Seigworth & Gregg, 2010). The charged atmosphere within a classroom is its affect. Affect enfolds the historical, social, political, and economic realities that students and teachers live, that students and teachers necessarily carry with them into the classroom.
Affect also takes “all our habits of attention and learned responses, our tropisms and acquired
tendencies, our skills, hopes and desires” (Massumi, 2012, p. 47) into its charge. Affect is the
charging for various potential actions and re-action; however, upon affect’s discharge into actualized re/actions, we encounter feelings that are both personal and biographical and then indexed
into socio-cultural categories of emotion (Massumi, 2002).
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Affect and emotion are similar, but different. Seigworth and Gregg (2010) defined affect as
“force or forces of encounter” (p. 2) that arises in-between bodies in proximity with one another.
Emotion, on the other hand, is the quality of affect subsumed into socially authorized registers of
sensible meaning. In our classrooms, we attempt to attune ourselves to affect’s charge, to force of
encounters that arise with the introduction of different ideas, and to the incipience of re/action.
We also attune to the unfolding of processes, to the movements of students, from restless shuffling and silence to their initial responses. Their initial responses are often biographical and
intimately connected to the bodily sensations felt from the force of the encounter, though they
may be expressed in terms of thought. For example, when we introduce McIntosh’s (1990) invisible knapsack as an introduction to white privilege,2 the first responses after extended silence are
often framed in terms similar to, “I don’t think that applies to everybody; I mean, I get followed
sometime because of how I dress.” Such statements reveal more than mere factual instances of
being followed. The statements are flush with feelings of defensiveness and discomfort. The force
of the encounter, of witnessing one’s own privilege, produces a moment requiring care to not
foreclose further discussion. If we press against this defensive posture and attempt to open the
dialogue further, we may call out our own privilege to self-disclose as a modeled response for students; however, this may generate palliatives that equally stymie open and honest discussion.
The goal in our various responses to such statements is to both demonstrate and encourage
both a sensitivity and vulnerability in charged discussion. At times, our best response is an
acknowledgement, patiently awaiting the next affective charge, which may come from a dissenting
student. In this way, we attempt to suspend consensus and extend the turbulence of the encounter long enough to register multiple and diverse responses. What we want to avoid is an immediate containment of the moment, as if tidying up the encounter, sweeping it neatly into
conventional categories of emotion. Such missteps may squelch the vitality of lived, bodily
response without any chance of moving toward transformative engagement, which we believe
occurs at the level of affect. We want to ride the discomfort long enough for engagement to
deepen and subvert what we think we know and how we “should” feel about privilege. To illustrate this with an example, during a conversation about racism, a student may state, “I don’t see
color” or “why don’t all lives matter?” or “blue lives matter.” In the wake of political events such
as #BlackLivesMatter, immigrant children in cages, and “the wall,” this may spark a heated discussion in the room that may go in multiple directions. As an instructor, the first instinct may be
to swoop in and clarify why phrases like “I don’t see color” are problematic, thus ending the discussion and the emotion with “one right answer.” We contend that instead, it is important to sit
in that uncomfortable space in the classroom, explore the provocative emotional power of phrases
such as “Black Lives Matter” and “I don’t see color.” Where do these phrases come from? Why
do they have that power? How does the history of racism in the US (in particular) give them that
power? How are the messages behind these phrases used to do harm to certain groups? Empower
certain groups? Once we have explored these questions, what phrases do we want to use in our
daily lives? In our professional practice? This process is not easy, and the role of the instructor is
necessarily complicated, as the balance between exploring ideas openly and making sure not to
propagate oppression in the classroom is delicate (there are certainly times an instructor must
step in and clarify or stop a harmful conversation). An educator must simultaneously attend to
emotional safety (itself a contested construct) and suspend definitive closure in pre-authorized
emotional registers.
Although this distinction between emotion and affect may seem overly theoretical, the fact is
emotion and affect come together, and they are undoubtedly part of the pedagogical process for
both students and teachers. And to enact an emotional pedagogy is to attend to both emotion
and affect. According to Zembylas (2016), there are lessons we can learn from these theoretical
developments to improve our practice as educators and facilitators of sensitive discussions. Just as
critical theory affords no space for value-neutrality, we should not and cannot assume there is
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any neutrality in emotion or affect; we cannot presume safety or comfort in learning or that take
comfort as a prerequisite for participation (hooks, 1994). Importantly, we must acknowledge that
emotion and reason are not dualistically opposed, but always mutually inclusive (Zembylas,
2016). If we want to facilitate transformative learning experiences that go beyond the cognitive
recollection of facts, we must engage the murky and complex sphere of affect, feeling, and emotion. And by engaging affect, feelings, and emotions, we are not simply considering the ways in
which we manage them in ourselves and in our students, but considering the ways they can be
leveraged toward particular experiences and outcomes in pedagogical processes. In our teaching
for social justice, we appeal to emotion, to feeling, and attune to affect. But we also must be diligent to guard against this devolving into sentimental detachments of pity or resentment.
In the innovative lesson presented below, we demonstrate how we work toward social justice.
In this lesson, we make specific use of biographical feeling and highlight how we extend the turbulence of feeling in an encounter beyond neat and tidy consensus. We offer a tangible example,
a lesson that can be applied by others, but we cannot account fully for the various affects that
may charge a classroom in another context. In attempting to illustrate the power of language,
and the relevance of gender performativity, this example is intended to open spaces for students
and teachers alike to come into close, intimate proximity with jarring and discomforting realities.
In so doing, we encourage attunement to the charge of affect, and its discharge in feelings and
emotions, as well as processes of suspending conclusive consensus.

Example: A course unit on sexism
In this section, we share two course modules that make up a course unit focused on sexism (in
leisure). In the first module, students are introduced to gender socialization; the second dissects
rape culture. Depending on the number of students and plan for the course, both modules can be
completed in as little as two 90 min class sessions (one-week of class) or, more commonly, in
four 90 min class sessions (two-weeks of class, or one week per module). At its core, teaching is a
communal, collaborative process. We share ideas, materials, feedback, and knowledge. In that
light, what I (author #1) offer below is a quilt of materials compiled and stitched together from a
variety of sources. I do not take credit for these activities and provide appropriate citations and
links to materials where applicable. My modest contribution lay in making these materials/activities relevant to leisure studies. The two modules currently comprise a unit in a Diversity and
Inclusion course, but they have also been delivered in social work courses, communication
courses, leadership courses, and health courses. Thus, the content is easily adaptable. The ideal
classroom space for these lessons is a space with moveable chairs (for small and large group discussion). The classroom should have a whiteboard, projector and full A/V capabilities.
The modules are designed to facilitate emotional engagements with ideas of sexism by walking
students through three “explorations”: autobiographical, biographical, and social/systemic. These
three explorations encourage students to begin introspectively, making personal connections with
the subject (past). Students then press toward the impersonal, moving beyond themselves to viscerally encounter the experiences of others (present). Finally, the last learning activity of each
module requires more abstract engagement. Students are asked confront social systems that shape
and fashion the contours and structures of their own experiences, those of their classmates, and
that beg larger, abstract questions related to the impersonality of said structures and how they
may change (past/present/future). Three “explorations:”
#1: Autobiographical (self reflection): Exploration of the self. How do I experience sexism? Students delve
into introspective self-education, exploring their own identities, experiences, beliefs, and how they are
shaped through power structures.
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#2: Biographical (engagement with others): Exploration of the experiences of others. How do others
experience sexism? Answering this question necessitates dialogue with others in order to educate oneself on
worldviews that differ from one’s own. Students strive to understand how sexism presents itself in
intersectional ways for dominant and subordinate groups.
#3: Social/Systemic (abstractly confronting society): Exploration of social systems that keep dominant and
subordinate groups in their respective positions. What are the systems in play, and how do they maintain
power? Students begin to brainstorm ways to initiate change in actions (self and other) and to social
systems (namely, those surrounding leisure spaces).

Although there is a wealth of resources both within and outside our field regarding gender
and rape culture, Readings for Diversity and Social Justice (4th Ed.) is used as a supplement. In
preparation for these modules, I ask students to read a selection of short chapters from Section 5:
Sexism, Heterosexism, and Trans Oppression. I assign the introduction as well as 1–2 selections
each from the context, voices, and next steps sections.

Module 1: An introduction to gender socialization
Learning activity #1: “Pinked” and “blued” at a young age. (10 min)
Overview
Students are asked to reflect upon how they were taught at a young age about gender. A guided
discussion helps students think about who socializes us into the binary (boy/girl) systems and
where we learn lessons about how we are “supposed” to do and be our gender. Students address
the importance of leisure spaces in socialization processes.
Instructions
1. Ask students to take out a sheet of paper. The prompt: Write a short story in third person
about the first time you realized you were a girl or a boy3 (5 min to write). It can be helpful
to give the students a short couple sentence example … “When Sam was 6, he … ”
2. Read your own story (optional). I believe that if I am going to invite students to be vulnerable in the classroom, I, too, must be willing to be vulnerable. Therefore, I begin by sharing
my own story.
3. Ask students if anyone would like to share their story. I allow time for 5–6 students to read
their short narratives.
4. Discussion: What are some of the commonalities between our stories? Who teaches us these
lessons about gender? Where are we when we learn these lessons? (note: most will be leisure
spaces, at beach with parents, summer camp, locker room, playing outside with siblings, during recess, etc.) As a kid, how did you feel in your story once you learned you were a boy/
girl? (Sometimes there are clear lines drawn here between boys and girls, most girls feel frustration, as girls are often taught through restriction/discipline. “You can’t take your shirt off.”
“You can’t have short hair.” “You can’t play rough.”). Why did I ask you to write in
3rd person?
Learning activity #2: “Act like a lady/act like a man” (Hackman, 2010) (30–60 min)
Overview
In this activity, students explore how the current dominant binary gender system is created and
maintained (United States). This activity introduces students to terminology for understanding
gender/sexism. For example, students explore (1) performances of (2) socially constructed (3) gender (4) roles, and how (5) feminism and the (6) transgender community challenge the binary
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system. (All six terms will be defined.) The importance of language (used as a tool and a weapon)
to govern our bodies, ideas about the way things “should be,” and imagination of the way things
“could be,” is highlighted. In a graduate-level course, this activity can also be used to introduce
poststructuralism through a discussion of power and language.
Instructions
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Ask students to create groups of 5–6. Provide each group with a large sheet of sticky flipchart paper and several markers. Designate half the groups as “lady” and half as “man.”
The groups that are assigned “lady” should draw a large flower on their paper with room to
write around the outside and on the inside. The groups that are assigned “man” should
make a large box with the same stipulations.
Instruct the “lady” groups, on the inside of the flower to write everything they think of when
they hear the phrase, “act like a lady.” For example, “keep your legs crossed,” “shave everything,” and “cook and clean.” Instruct the “man” groups on the inside of the box to write
everything they can think of when they hear the phrase, “act like a man.” For example, “grow
a beard,” “never ask for directions,” and “like sports.” (3–5 min)
Next, on the outside of the box and the flower, ask each group to write what happens to
someone, or what they are called if they don’t do the things on the inside of the flower and
the box. Examples include (lady) “don’t get job,” “slut,” and “lesbian.” Examples for man
include “beat up,” “fag,” and “sissy.” (3–5 min)
Ask students to post their completed sheets on the wall. I then draw a flower and box on the
board and ask students to go around the room and read out loud what they wrote on the
inside of their flower/box as I record the responses. In reverse order, I have students read
what they wrote on the outside of the flower and box. Although it seems tedious, I find it
important to record all unique responses on the board so that students can see in one place
the myriad ways we create, enforce, and police gender roles. Figure 1 represents an example
of what a flower and box might look like, though the one on the board will undoubtedly
have many more responses.
Discussion/Key points: Hackman (2010) presents five key points to help students move to a
deeper understanding of gender construction. I expand on her points (italics) below.
a. These are impossible to attain; wouldn’t even want to.
i. First, I explain that these are socially constructed gender roles. I ask students to
define each of those words: 1) socially constructed, 2) gender (vs. sex) and what
words go with each (gender ¼ man/woman, sex ¼ male/female), 3) gender roles.
I often distribute a copy of the Gender Unicorn (from trans student educational
resources-see resources, below) with definitions from transtudent.org on the back of
the handout.
ii. In order to live a whole, happy healthy human life, one cannot nor would want to
live just in the flower or box (ex: I and a cisgender woman; I perform some of the
gender roles of the flower, I like my long hair and love my toenails painted, but,
shit (not lady like to curse), I also like sports and drinking beer, and I shave only
on occasion. Discuss that many of us spend energy straddling the line of being
inside the flower/box enough to not have the things on the outside happen to us.
b. Violence is a key part of the process of creating and maintaining gender roles.
i. Here, I ask students to think about how we get people back into the box or the
flower if they perform their gender outside “norms.” While some of the things on
the outside of the flower and box are physical actions (getting beat up, not getting
a job), most are words/names we are called. I discuss how we use both physical
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Figure 1. Example flower/box.

c.

d.

e.

violence, and importantly, emotional violence to discipline people back into
the box.
ii. “Sticks and stones will break my bones, but words will never hurt me.” I assert that
actually, words do have real physical power to shape how people act, how they
wear their hair, how they show their emotions, etc. If I have an advanced undergraduate or graduate course, I introduce Judith Butler’s (1990; 1997) ideas about
performing gender.
iii. I share statistics about the presence of physical violence for young boys and for the
trans community.
Homophobia is also a key part of it as well.
i. I circle the words on the board where homophobia gets folks back into the flower
or box. I also define “homophobia” and “heteronormativity.” I discuss how heterosexism and sexism are intertwined.
ii. Ask students to give current examples in the leisure field where we may see homophobia demonstrated and used as a tool to create and maintain gender roles. Recent
court cases and changes surrounding the Boy Scouts of America and Scouts BSA
are a rich example.
Notice how the female is used to degrade men.
i. Note that the bad version of a woman or women’s body parts are used to get a
man back into the box (bitch, pussy, douche, etc.). The bad version of a woman is
also used to discipline a woman into performing her gender “correctly” (bitch, slut,
whore, etc.).
ii. A leisure example can be found in sports. It is always a compliment for a woman to
be told she plays sports like a man. “Jill dunks like James; she could play in the
NBA.” The opposite, however, is never true. “Wow, James throws like Sarah (a
girl)!” is never a compliment, nor is playing in the WNBA something that someone
would suggest a man might be good enough to do (as a compliment).
Understand how this heightens a binary around gender and makes it much easier to keep
sexism in place.
i. I ask students, “How (practically) do we know that gender (in the U.S.) exists in a
binary with little to no overlap, and with men as the dominant gender?” I then
provide statistics on unemployment for women, sexual violence against women,
education rates for women, percentage of women in leadership roles in the government, and the gender pay gap.
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ii.

f.

I also highlight macro-societal reactions to groups challenging the gender binary. I
ask students to consider how transgender individuals are viewed in our society
(macro-level). We discuss the “bathroom bills” and impact of leisure events (sports
tournaments, popular musicians, and universities not supporting events or travel to
states with bills requiring individuals to use restrooms aligning with their sex at
birth) in changing these laws. I also discuss the public’s reactions to the feminist movement.
iii. Another way that we can see this is by looking at cultures where the flower and
the box are overlapping or where they are so much more far apart. I often provide
Saudi Arabia as an example of the flower and box being far apart, supported by
examples (women recently having the right to drive). I then use the 2012
International Olympic Committee pressuring the country to allow women to compete as an example of how leisure can make change. I use Denmark as a country
where the flower and box are much closer together, and cite several statistics about
women’s rights, maternity/paternity leave, education, gender equity and pay, etc.
Finally, I ask students to consider practical ways we, as leisure practitioners, can challenge this binary and make it okay for folks to perform their gender in a more holistic
way, noting that breaking this binary system is beneficial for everyone.

Resources
1. Act like a lady/Act Like a Man Activity (Hackman, 2010).
2. The Gender Unicorn-Design by (Pan & Moore, n.d.)
Learning activity #3: The role of the media: Gendered advertising (20–30 min)
Overview
The final activity in this module highlights the role of popular digital leisure spaces (Schultz &
McKeown, 2018), namely television, in socializing us from a very young age into performing specific gender roles.
Instructions
1. Jonathan McIntosh (2009, 2012) is a brilliant mash-up artist. Using the following link, open
his Gendered Advertising Remixer (http://www.genderremixer.com/html5/) (Figure 2)
2. Following the instructions on the screen, mashup the audio with the video from multiple
advertisements aimed at boys and girls. Click swap to swap audio and video and then replay
each one for optimal effect.
3. 3-2-1 Think-Pair-Share reflection. Ask students, individually, to write three interesting things
they noticed about the ads, two ways that they think that the media they currently consume
influences the way they perform their gender, and one question they still have about gender
socialization (thinking back on all three activities and the readings). In pairs, have students
share their responses with one another. For a large group, it may be useful to then join pairs
for groups of four. Groups report to the class. Questions that were not able to be answered
by the pairs/groups can then be addressed by the instructor.
4. I end this module by drawing a leisure thread through each of the three activities. I highlight
the importance of leisure spaces as (depending on what theorist you prefer) liminal third
spaces (Oldenberg, 1999), where we can be free to try on different identities (Goffman, 1959)
or perform our gender (Butler, 1990) (activity #1). Leisure spaces are also where normative
ways to perform gender are either challenged or upheld (activity #2), and popular digital
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Figure 2. Screenshot of Jonathan McIntosh’s gendered advertising remixer.

leisure spaces (watching TV, using social media) are highly influential in shaping/challenging
our current binary system.
Resources
Gendered Advertising Remixer (McIntosh, 2012): http://www.genderremixer.com/html5/

Module 2: Dissecting rape culture
Learning activity #1: “What I do on a daily basis to not be raped” (Katz, 2006) (20 min)
Overview
In this activity, students are asked to consider what they think about or do on a daily basis to
not be raped or sexually assaulted. This activity highlights a common male privilege of not having
to consider sexual assault on a regular basis. It also primes students to think about how discourses about rape culture are victim-centric; meaning that women are taught how to avoid rape
more often than men are taught about consent. Statistics about rape—how often it occurs and by
whom (usually someone the victim knows)—provide a foundation.

Instructions
1. Draw a line down the middle of the board. On the left side, write, “men” on the right, write
“women.” Start by asking all those who identify as women in the room to be quiet.
2. Ask all who identify as men what they do or think about on a daily basis in order to not be
raped or sexually assaulted. Record responses. If anyone says something like, “don’t drop the
soap” or “don’t go to prison,” let them know that you would like to honor their response,
but want clarification if this is something they do or think about on a daily basis to not be
raped or sexually assaulted. Now ask all the men in the room to be quiet.
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Table 1. Example results of “What I do/think about on a daily basis to not be raped/sexually assaulted?”
What (Men) Do/Think About on a Daily Basis in order to not be raped/sexually assaulted?
Men

Women

Nothing

3.

4.















Think about what I wear (not too revealing/short/sexy)
Carry my keys between my fingers on the way to the car
Not walk alone at night
Tell people where I am going
Look under the car for someone about to cut my Achilles tendon
Carry mace
Wear finger nail polish that detects date-rape drugs
Never leave a drink and go to the bathroom at a party
Buddy system at all times
Order bottle/can of beer rather than wine/cocktails/draft beer so that I know someone didn’t spike my drink
Always be aware of my surroundings
Make sure I am always in sight of one of the “emergency phones” on campus when I walk home
Pretend to talk on the phone with someone if I am walking alone at night

Ask all the women in the room what they do or think about on a daily basis in order to not
be raped or sexually assaulted. Record responses on the board. Allow plenty of time to create
an exhaustive list. The results may look something like Table 1, below.
Discussion/Key points:
a. Ask students how women are sent these messages. (Responses likely connect back to language/media discussion from Module 1.)
b. Provide students with rape statistics. It is best if these are current, and local. In the U.S.,
RAINN (Rape, Abuse, and Incest National Network) is a great resource for statistics:
https://www.rainn.org/statistics/victims-sexual-violence.
i. Number of women who are sexually assaulted/raped in their lifetime.
ii. Percentage of rapes that are committed by men.
iii. Percentages of rapes that are committed by a person that the victim knows (often
not the person for whom you have your mace out, keys in hand, etc.).
iv. How rape effects non-dominant groups disproportionately (statistics on native and
trans individuals).
c. Not having to think about these things is an example of male privilege.

Resources
The macho paradox: Why some men hurt women and how all men can help. (Katz, 2006)
Learning activity #2: Critiquing “how to avoid being raped” tips (20 min)
Overview
In this activity, students move from an introspective view (what do I think about on a daily basis)
to a deeper critique of how the things women think about or do on a daily basis to not be sexually assaulted or raped came to be. Students have the opportunity to deconstruct popular “tips”
sent to women to avoid sexual assault and re-write them to be less victim-centric and to educate
men about consent.
Instructions
1. At many universities, campus police send alert emails when a sexual assault occurs on campus, in particular if the perpetrator is still at large. The bottom of the email generally contains tips on “how to avoid being raped.” These usually include: Be aware of your
surroundings, avoid walking alone at night, get to a safe and secure location. If this is the
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case, it is most effective to find a real email from your campus and bring it up in class for
your students to critique. If your university has progressed past these “onus is on the victim”
tips, this example on the Nicholl’s Women’s Resources and Services page is a good one to
critique: https://www.nicholls.edu/wrso/sexual-assault/safety-tips/.
Ask students in pairs to discuss the problematic language in these tips. Who is responsible in
keeping themselves safe from a rape or sexual assault? What group does this benefit and
why? Share responses with the class.
Next, ask student pairs to re-write these tips to move the onus away from the victim or to
provide useful information to someone who might become a victim of a rape or sexual
assault. Examples tips: “Don’t rape people.” “Teach men about consent.” “Define consent.”
“Educate rape victims where to get help on campus and what to do immediately after a sexual assault/rape.” “Let people know rape is never the victim’s fault.”

Encourage students to email/contact appropriate parties in charge of writing these tips. Due to
these and other conversations, my university in particular has made strides in changing the language on their emails. Now, the tips are: “Always remember, sexual violence is never the victim’s
fault. Perpetrators are responsible for these crimes;” and the definition of consent from the university Code of Conduct.
Learning activity #3: “The rape of Mr. Smith” (20 min)
Overview
In this activity, victim-blaming language around sexual assault is brought to light through a
humorous dialog between a man who had just been robbed and his lawyer. Students discuss how
victim blaming perpetuates oppression for women.
Instructions
1. Hand out a copy of “The Rape of Mr. Smith” (Borkenhagen, 1975). An updated version of
the handout with facilitation questions can be found at: https://www.newtimesslo.com/files/
05_08_14%20Rape%20of%20Mr.%20Smith.pdf
2. Choose two actors to play the role of Mr. Smith and the lawyer.
3. Have the actors perform the play.
4. Use facilitation questions verbatim from the handout (see resources below).
a. How many people found the scenario to be humorous or ridiculous?
b. Why is it easy to find this scenario humorous yet it remains appropriate to ask such
questions of a woman who has accused a man of rape?
c. How else are women blamed for their own oppression?
d. What advantage do men have in perpetuating this blaming of the victim?
e. How are other groups within our society blamed for their own oppression?”
5. I end the discussion by connecting this activity with those before it by highlighting the role
of language in shaping our collective subconscious (victim blaming) in order to keep dominant groups in power. I also discuss the history of this reading (bias in the legal system, juries
etc., written in 1975 but still pertinent today).
Resources
The Rape of Mr. Smith (originally found in Borkenhagen, 1975). The handout I used is updated
and can be found at: https://www.newtimesslo.com/files/05_08_14%20Rape%20of%20Mr.%
20Smith.pdf
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Learning activity #4: Buffy vs. Edward-Twilight remixed (McIntosh, 2009) (20 min)
Overview
What is a “healthy” relationship? In our leisure time and spaces, we are sent messages about how
to be and act in romantic relationships, often in very subtle ways. In this video, the normalization
of violence in relationships as well as male dominance is unveiled as two popular
characters–Buffy the Vampire Slayer and Edward Cullen (Twilight)–are mashed-up to reveal messages sent to viewers watching hit films in the Twilight series. Archaic gender roles portrayed in
Twilight are exposed.
Instructions
1. Watch Jonathan McIntosh’s (2011) video, Buffy vs. Edward Twilight Remixed (6:03).
2. Discussion. A handout is provided with the following questions for discussions:
a. What sort of relationships are normalized in Twilight and brought to light in this
mash-up?
i. Once students share their responses with the class, I provide statistics to put context
to the magnitude of this, and related series 50 Shades of Gray in shaping the collective imagination. Twilight sold over 100 million copies and is translated into over 37
languages. 50 Shades of Gray was written in fanfiction.net by Snowqueen Icedragon
as a piece of fanfiction of Twilight. E.L. James imagined the characters from Twilight
in an adult erotica setting. 50 Shades has sold over 125 million copies. And then
there are the films associated with each of the series which have been viewed by
hundreds of millions of viewers worldwide.
b. From Cinderella to Beauty and the Beast to The Bachelor (yes, owned by Disney),
Disney plays a huge role in shaping our collective imagination about relationships. What
are some of the messages sent in these three media artifacts?
c. What role do we, as leisure practitioners, play in challenging this cycle of socialization
around rape culture?
Resources
Buffy vs. Edward: Twilight Remixed, by Jonathan McIntosh (2009)

Conclusions
The purpose of this article was to explore the use of emotional pedagogies as strategies for engaging social justice in the classroom. As such, we first identified the necessity of emotion in the
classroom, and then distinguished between affect and emotion. Following this introduction of the
importance of using emotional pedagogies, we provide examples of two specific modules that
educators can use toward social justice lessons on sexism. In so doing, we hope to provide not
only a rationale for using emotional pedagogies, but also practical techniques that educators can
implement in the classroom.
Any full accounting of student responses and teacher interactions is beyond the scope of this
article; however, it is not hard to imagine the charged atmosphere when these topics are brought
before a class of students. One can imagine, for example, the sideways glances, the furrowed
brows, and reticence to be the first one to speak when exploring gender performance in Act Like
a Lady/Act Like a Man (can I say, “bitch?”or “pussy?”; those are real words, hurtful words I am
called in the real world, but are we allowed to bring that “realness” into the classroom?). Teachers
who can self-disclose as a model of vulnerability may engender greater trust. Sidebar discussions
of “locker room talk” can arise and become fruitful spaces to deconstruct what such language
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does to discipline bodies. For example, a student in one course stated, “Biologically, women are
more emotional than men … that’s just how nature works, women are supposed to nurture and
raise babies, there’s nothing wrong with that!” Another student railed at this comment quickly
replying, “Sure, there’s nothing wrong with wanting to raise babies and be nurturing, but it is
when you try to say that it is natural that you put women in boxes, like … you are unnatural or
somehow less of a woman if you don’t want to have babies or if you aren’t the primary caregiver.
Women shouldn’t have to be the primary caregiver, and it shouldn’t be ‘cute’ or ‘sexy’ for men to
take care of babies or to ‘babysit’ his own kids; this is called being a dad and should be normalized too!” These two comments led to an emotionally-charged conversation about nurture vs.
nature and sex vs. gender, what sort of power making something appear “natural” provides and
what it meant to choose to portray gender in a stereotypical way (do we really have a choice?).
One particularly interesting conversation evolved when a student stated, “As a woman I may
want to perform my gender in a way that may not necessarily be empowering and may actually
perpetuate my own oppression; for example, I may want to be passive and please a man and
have long hair and shave my legs and pretend to be a “dumb blonde” to get the attention I want.
If I know that I am doing this, and choosing this type of gender performance, does that make it
OK … or empowering because I am actively choosing it as an educated woman?” In this example,
in suspending neat and tidy consensus, and in extending the turbulence of discomfort, honest
dialogue may open. In such ways, students can begin moving beyond their personal feelings—as
if confessing guilt, shame, and bitterness—toward a broader, affective engagement with the impersonal. Student attunement to such matters may, in and of itself, prove invaluable in their efforts
to confront the social order of which we are all a part.
Finding ways to effectively teach for social justice is a central responsibility of critical leisure
educators. Along our journey, we attempted to first acknowledge our own positions of privilege
and how those privileges, along with our own epistemological underpinnings, impact our
approach to teaching social justice. However, we also recognized that our theoretical affinities,
while useful, needed to be supplemented with practical pedagogical strategies and techniques. The
strategies discuss in this article specifically address issues of gender, sexism, and social justice.
Issues of gender inequality warrant specific focus in light of contemporary issues such as the gender pay gap, #metoo, and our growing awareness of, and engagement with, transgender rights,
just to name a few. However, we also acknowledge that we are surrounded by a world of
“alternative facts.” Each of us has experienced situations where a student challenged our presentation of data related to social justice with the retort of “that’s just your opinion.” Recognizing the
presence of emotion in the classroom (from both student and educator) as an inextricable and
core component of the educational experience, and designing strategies that leverages, rather than
ignores, these emotions can be an effective way to teach for social justice.
As part of emotional pedagogy is a willingness to be open, vulnerable, and to share one’s own
personal experiences, I (author #3) wish to close with a brief story. As a White, heterosexual
male from a largely rural background, issues of social justice did not come naturally to me. One
issue I have become passionate about is the issue of Native American imagery and mascots for
sports teams. I remember vividly the moment where I realized this issue’s importance. It was not
from reading an article, or attending a lecture; it was at a high school football game with a school
located on a Native American reservation versus a school with a majority White student population. At half time, the White school band started playing the “Tomahawk Chop” theme, and fans
started engaging in the action. I looked around. I saw the faces of the individuals from the reservation. I do not claim to feel exactly what they felt, but I felt enough to know that this action—
which I once considered harmless—was an issue of social justice. It was the charge of that
moment, its affect, and its issuing emotions, not merely the facts that convinced me. As educators, we can provide these types of emotional experiences to our students that support them to
engage with the issues in ways that move beyond a recitation of facts. It is our hope that this
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article provides some practical suggestions for how to do that, and that you, as readers, will take
these ideas, build upon them, change them, and create new approaches that emotionally engage
students for social justice.

Notes
1. In this manuscript, we explore multiple pedagogies (plural) of emotion through our own classroom
experiences, theoretical perspectives, and paradigmatic leanings. It is important then that our four voices
are not and will not be flattened into one singular “voice” throughout; we will “own” our own perspectives
in respective sections. In this process of sharing various examples from different viewpoints, it is our hope
that the reader may find new ideas in perspectives that may parallel or divert from their own.
2. Jeremy Dowsett’s (2014, August 29) more contemporary piece, What riding my bike has taught me about
white privilege, serves as a pedagogical addendum to McIntosh’s (1990) now iconic invisible
knapsack metaphor.
3. Note: I have tried adding, “or the gender with which you currently identify” to the end of the prompt. For
transgender/non-binary/genderqueer students, this additional prompt has the potential to unintentionally
“call-out” gender non-binary students. Yet, the intention is to address the binary gender system ingrained
in our society. I have found it best to give two options (girl and boy) for this opening activity. Students
who identify as genderqueer then have the choice of which story they choose to write.
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